Producer of sealing and isolation
materials since 1989

Special products

for hot glass industry

Metal details for glass production lines
Stainless steel details, used for sweep out fingers,
pushers, transfer wheels, stacker bars. 100% steel
rope which is reliably, welded to the contact part of
the detail provides soft - touch surface. Long working life and durability.
Dimensions and forms can be in accordance with client's requirements and drawings.

AVKOPACK® 1802
100% stainless steel round ropes, used for covering
of handling tools in hollow glass industry covering of
tongues for moving the glass products. The rope
also can be with square and rectangular section,
which is used for covers of pushers and stackers
in hollow glass industry. Also can be used on gripping tools, moulds or on bends in automatic production lines.
Product is high temperature resistant up to
1400°C, at the same time rope is soft and prevents
marking and damaging the glass product resistant
to thermo-shocks.
Rope can be welded.
Standard dimensions*: 6x6, 8x8, 10x10 mm

AVKOPACK® 1201 PD
100% braided pure aramid rope with square or rectangular section. It is universal product for covering of
rollers on horizontal tempering furnaces. We guarantee to our customers dense, high abrasion resistant,
CLEAN product. Which can be used for all type of
glasses from thin window and mirrors up to heavy
sauna or automobile glasses. Product is made from
100% virgin material without any finishing and additives.
Standard dimensions*: 5.5x5.5, 4x4, 6x6, 10x10 mm
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*Other dimensions - at request

AVKOPACK® 1201 PDL
100% knitted pure aramid rope with square or rectangular section.
It is used for covering of rollers in tempering furnaces, which is
processing thin and light glasses. Rope is made from aramid virgin
yarn and core of aramid mix of virgin and recycled material.
Standard dimensions*: 5.5x5.5, 4x4, 6x6 mm

AVKOPACK® 25
100% Aramid woven tapes with rectangular section. They are
used for covering of rollers in tempering furnaces. Many producers of machine use them as alternative to braided square
ropes.
Standard dimensions*: 8x3, 8x4, 10x3, 12x3, 13x3, 12x4 mm

AVKOPACK® 1208
Ropes in rectangular or square section, produced from blended
yarn of aramid and stainless steel yarn. Combines advantages of
aramid and steel fibers. It has high temperature resistance of steel
and softness of aramid. High abrasion resistance of product is kept
and simultaneously optimal price is reached.

AVKOPACK® 85
100% stainless steel tapes, used for covers of pushers and
stackers in hollow glass industry or on bends in automatic
production lines. High temperature resistance, combined with
extreme abrasion resistance.

*Other dimensions - at request
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